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Introduction 

For this Online Care Leavers’ Café the topic was “Social Media”. This session aimed to talk 

with care leavers from all over the world about the positive and negative aspect of social 

media. 

The session was organized by the care leaver network of Sri Lanka “Generation Never Give 

Up” and moderated by Fabienne from Austria. 

There were almost 30 guests. Also some groups of children homes from Sri Lanka were 

participating. Because some of the guests do not speak English we worked with translating 

and breakout rooms in different languages this time. 

 

Highlights/News from the different countries 

 

 Report of the first Care Leavers Festival in Germany. Organized by the organisations 

Brückensteine. Part of this festival was a workshop-day. One of this workshops was used to 

talk about the international care leavers declaration with regard to the leaving care situation 

in Germany. 

 Care Leaver Network GNGN from Sri Lanka received 3 year commitment from a donor 

based in UK to establish 18+ Resource Center (Secretariat of GNGN) 

 Care Leaver Network CLAN from India published video (english subtitles) 

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=de2dpOVzGtA 

 

Social Media 

The main part of this café session about the topic Social Media was leaded by the care leaver 

network “Generation Never Give up” from Sri Lanka.  

After a short Ice Breaker (Big Fish/Small Fish) Nimmu, one of the care leavers of the 

network, introduce the topic by the following presentation: 
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After the presentation the group was discussing the topic splitted in two Breakout rooms – 

one for the Sri Lanka Group and one for the English speaking persons.  After that the 

Breakoutrooms-experiences were shared in the main rooms: 

 

Experience from the Sri Lanka Group: 

 

Brief on group discussions 

 Social media provides an opportunity for new comers to show off their talents. When 

the new groups perform in events, many times they experience discrimination from the 

already established and reputed individuals/groups.  This will limit new comers/groups 

to present themselves and show off their talents. 

 With more children/youth have access to social media, we see many issues that 

negatively affect children and youth without having proper knowledge on how to use 

them. Therefore, there is a greater need to have improved knowledge on using social 

media. 

 Social media provides a platform to broaden the network of care leavers and meet new 

people and opportunities. 

 There is a responsibility of the users of social media to utilize it in responsible manner 

and for the benefit of the society. There are no regulations imposed and it open to all. 

Therefore, as CLs we have responsibility to use it positively and not to misuse the 

opportunity 

 need to have awareness programs on cyber security. 

Main Take aways: 

1. use social media for the benefit of the society 

2. an opportunity to meet new people in the society 

3. need to have awareness on how to use social media 

  

 

Experiences from the English Speaking Group: 

 

 the things we are sharing via social media has an effect on other people 

 impact of hearing stories of other people –good to hear a lot of positive stories to get 

positive ideas  „If we are sharing positive stories perhaps it has an positive impact 

on the persons who are reading it!“ 

 

 

After this common exchange we already arrived the end of the café session. One again it 

was a great experience for all the members to meet people from all over the world and to 

work together to one topic although we are speaking different languages.  


